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Abstract 

 

We report on the progress made towards the definition of an Electronic Design Automation 

(EDA) tool for hybrid graphene / CMOS integrated circuits (ICs). Specifically, we present a 

modular compact modeling technology for graphene field-effect transistors (GFET), which 

enables the electrical analysis of the IC defined in the graphene platform [1]. That is precisely 

the missing part of currently available EDA tools, which only can deal with the CMOS circuit 

part defined in the silicon platform. More in detail, what we have done is to develop a set of 

primary models embracing the main physical principles, which define the ideal GFET response 

under DC, transient (time domain), AC (frequency domain), and noise analysis (Fig. 1). Other 

set of secondary models accounts for the GFET non-idealities such as extrinsic-, short-channel, 

trapping/detrapping-, self-heating-, and non-quasi static- effects, which could have a 

significant impact under static and/or dynamic operation. At both device and circuit levels, 

significant consistency between the simulation output and experimental data for relevant 

operating conditions is demonstrated. We also provide a perspective of the challenges ahead 

to scale up the GFET modeling technology towards higher TRLs while drawing a collaborative 

scenario among fabrication technology groups, modeling groups and circuit designers. 
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Figure 1: The realization of a compact modeling technology for the simulation of graphene based 

integrated circuits requires the development of a set of models capturing the relevant physical 

effects for each type of circuit analysis: DC, transient (time domain), AC (frequency domain), noise. 

The primary models describing the ideal device are framed by black solid lines, while the secondary 

models describing the device non-idealities are framed by black dashed lines. Acronyms used - SHE: 

self-heating, SCE: short-channel effects, QS: quasi-static, NQS: non-quasi-static, MF: medium 

frequency, HF: high frequency, LFN: low-frequency noise, HFN: high-frequency noise.  


